
Earth's First Immortals

"It's one of the greatest moments in my life to stand here
and listen to the amazing breakthroughs you twelve former
students have accomplished. And I must inciude Bruce Salinski,
too. Of course, he's not one of my wife's students. But he
made the decision to make the leap into adhering to this
consistent, hard honesty. He cut through illusions to the essence

- to reality - in the decadent legal field. He began snapping
together reality and building a powerful Neothink puzzle that
broke him through to the next level never reached before in law.
He, like all of you, is a testimony to the power of honesty.

o'Anna and I...we love you so much. She told me, when we
learned of this great reunion, that she had to attend. Her life
would forever be incomplete, she told me, if she didn't see you
again. Thank you, all of you, for making her life complete. And
thank you for being the greatest living examples to the books
I've written."

As the students clapped for this paternal man whom they
loved, again Jake could feel how this other world was filled with
love. He remembered Mr. Melbourne explaining before how
these leaps of power - from the bicameral mentality into human
consciousness three-thousand years ago and from consciousness
into Neothink today - bring man a whole new emotional
existence. This rich 1ove, Jake thought, would fill civilization
as it filled this room once the masses evolve into Neothink.
Some of the wonderful changes of the other world, he realized,
would not only be great wealth and health and other unbelievable
values...but a world of powerful love based on these super value
exchanges.

Theodore Winters stood up to talk. Although a slight
physique, he projected power and strength. As he spoke, his
words reverberated with wisdom.

"The collapse of government as a politicizing machine will
free millions upon millions of start-up entrepreneurs to pursue
their dreams. Businesses will have to shift to an entirely different
paradigm to remain competitive. And that shift is exciting news
for the ordinary person.

"I began sensing this shift twenty-seven years ago when I
was building my door-to-door business at eight years old. Today,
I have built my success upon that shift into the next paradigm



Conceiving the Superpuzzle

of business. The world will follow when the external authorities
collapse. The external authority problem today keeps people
trapped in the division of labor, in nonthinking jobs of labor,
which are physic al, not mental. My new paradigm frees people

by putting them in the division of essence, in jobs of the mind,
which are mental, not physical.

"The essence of business is always the same, from its
inception to its death: create a value, improve it, and market it.
That essence is how a business makes profits. Today, only a

handful of people in any business work on the essence of the

business. The majority shut off their minds as they perform the

labor. Tomorrow, most people in most businesses will work on

the essences of their businesses. Yes, they will create. improve,
and market the values. They will open their minds and make

profits as they leap from jobs of labor to jobs of the mind. They
will become entrepreneurs of their mini-companies within the

company. The division of essence will divide companies into
jobs of essence instead of jobs of labor...into 'mini-companies'
or jobs of the mind. That division of essence springs free the
greatest asset within every business: the employee's integrating
mind.

"Today, most people are stuck in set routines and are

miserably stagnant. They just do their routines and don't think.
But their minds are begging to and designed to integrate
knowledge, build Neothink puzzles, and get exhilarated over their
competitive creations. Mini-companies can be formed in every
existing business today. It's a matter of first identifying the
money-making purposes behind the company's basic
responsibilities and, second, putting together those
responsibilities with the same money-making purposes into the

mini-companies. Instead of dividing a business by its labor

- which cuts off the essence, the money-making purpose -any CEO can divide his business by its essence, by attaching
the responsibilities to their money-making purposes to create
mini-companies and to keep every job tied to the money-
making essence of the business. Then, all employees become
internal entrepreneurs. That new paradigm of business releases

the employees' human potential. Moreover, they become
happy, super stimulated people building their creations. I see
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it all the time in my business."l
Theodore went on to talk about how to grow a division-of-

essence company through spreading the "genetic code" of the
original entrepreneur through a technique he called replicating.
Replicating passed along the entrepreneurial spirit and thought
patterns, which would obsolete the inferior technique of
delegating. Delegating passed down routine ruts.

He talked about essence tracking reports and monthly essence
meetings that enable him to snap together his many companies
into a single Neothink puzzle to easily lead his empire forward.

He taiked about his personal mini-day schedule that broke
his day into physical movements that, like the assembly line that
broke production into physical movements, enabled him to tenfold
his work capacity. And he talked about his potent power-thinking
technique that he did every morning in the shower. He would
look into the future at each active project to its completed form.
Then he would look backwards and figure out the steps needed
to achieve that completed image, and he would insert those steps
into his high-action mini-days that moved him through enormous
amounts of work. That mini-day/power-thinking team was his
secret behind his legendary reputation of moving through complex
projects in a day or two that took competitors months.
...Theodore made every person in that glass house wish he had
a pen and pad to write down his revelations of business.2

Theodore concluded his ralk with gratitude to Miss Annabelle.
"Her lectures," he said, "were my roots that grew into who I
am today."

Next Natasha spoke. "Theodore said people will go from
boring jobs of labor to exciting jobs of the mind," she said.
"Robert said to me earlier that people will discover their Friday-
Night Essences and love to go to work. I say, following this
job revolution will come a love revolution. People will live their

rAuthor's Note: To see the details of Theodore's Neothink breakthrough
into the new business paradigm called the division of essence, and to
see how to divide any business today into the division of essence, see
The Neo-Tech Secret Society: Inside Secrets, nonfiction, 315 pages.
2Again, all those revelations are found in The Neo-Tech Secret Society:
Inside Secrets, nonfiction, 315 pages.
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entire lives with the spectacular feelings they had during the first
few months while first falling in love!"

She went on to explain how love comes from happiness, and

how most people down deep are not happy with their livelihoods.

Her workshops worked on the problem today, she explained, "but

the new world tomorrow with no more external authorities and

with those exhilarating jobs of the mind linking up with people's

Friday-Night Essences will bring about a world not only filled
with wealth. but also filled with motivation, exhilaration,
happiness and love."

Love. There's that word again, Jake thought. A world filled
wrth love...

Daniel Ward got up to talk next' He looked at Mr'
Melbourne and said, "You're absolutely right, sir. The whole

idea behind the Neo-Tech Party is not pohtrcs, but the removal

of external authorities. As humanity advances into a mentality
that no longer needs external guidance, the Neo-Tech Party will
be the only survivor. The Neo-Tech Party serves one premise:

protection of the individual from physical aggression. The

gore.nm"rrt woulcl exist for protection only and would consist

of courts, police, and a national army only. I think you'rd all
familiar with the half-trillion-dollar Protection Only Budget that

would change our current government of offense to a government

of defense. And I think you're all aware of the Great
Replacement/Great Displacement Program: entrepreneurs will
replace careef politicians, and we'11 displace, to the private Sector,

government programs that have nothing to do with protection of
the individual and his property. The result of the Neo-Tech Party

will be a government that runs like a business accotrntable to

results on how well it protects its citizens. ...Of course, changing

our cuffent government of offense that politicizes more and more

aspects of our lives...to a government of defense that protects

the individual and nothing more, will cause a major political
revolution. The thousands upon thousands of laws, regulations,

and litigation that exist because today's government aggressively
politicizes our lives...will vanish. Enterprise, technology, and

medicine will flnally be f'ree of politics. The progress and

prosperity can only be touched upon in my Six Visions. You've
ill heard my Six Visions, which are the basis of my campaign."
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Daniel expanded on the fact that the political revolution would

set off u gr"it Technological Revoiution. He compared it to the

computer*fevolution of the 1980s and 1990s, but said the coming

TechnologicalRevolutionwilloccur:rneveryindustry.The
result, u, *itt computers, will drive up everyong's !u.V1nS 

power

a thousand to ten thousand times. "People will be rich," he said'

Jake now knew the answer to his question earlier: these

people were not mere geniuses, they- were something much more'
i Wirat is it?,' he had asked. Now he knew: they were the first

waveofthenextlevelofhumanity'Theyhadadifferent
mentalityaltogetherasMr.Melbournehadsaid.ButnowJake
understood: thiy were the next evolution of man' These twelve

former students, their teacher and her husband, and the lawyer

will, Jake thought, change the world' They're the answer to

humanity,s eternal p.uy"ifor a better world...a world brimming

with love.
Sally Salberg walked to the front to talk' She was petite'

beautiful, and she was the most powerful woman Jake had ever

witnessed. She started where baniel ended, "Following the

folitical revolution and the collapse of external authorities and

ih" *ury regulatory bureaucracies such as the FTC and FDA"'

she said, ,.ihere,li undoubtedly be, as Daniel said, a great

Technological Revoiution throughout all industries - the medical

industry lncluded. The political revolution will be the first

domino to go. once it }alls and takes down the regulatory

bureaucraciei, then comes the great Technological Revolution, a

medical revolution, a job revolution, a love revolution and, I,m

sure, a legal revolution as Mr. Salinski was implying' a religious

revolutioir as Jeremiah implied, and, as Miss Annabelle

demonstrated through us, an educational revolution. From what

Mr. Melbourne say-s, ali thoSe revolutions will be the result of

man's next evolution into God-Man when people use Neothink

toguidethemselvescompletelywithoutanyfurtherneedfor
extJrnal authorities. As the metaphor God-Man implies, man will

behisownGod,hisownauthorityandguide.Mr.Melbourne
was right: the world will change in the most incredibly wonderful

ways."
She just summed uP the Power

reunion. Imagine, Jake thought, a
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existing structure of civilization, from wealth to love! He realized

that the dawn of a new civilization was arriving'
"It is in that mental oasis - dreaming ahead to the coming

changes of good that surpass even our imaginations - that I
want to talk to you today. You may be the only people who
can enter this space with me. ...I'11 start by asking you a simple
question..."

She is the epitome of beauty, competence, and power' Jake

was thinking...what a pleasure to watch and listen to her.

"What is the only thing really, reall.- wrong in life?" she was

saying. "Failed relationships...divorce? I'd venture to say no,

for failed relationships are part of life from which we can learn,

grow, and go on to even better love. Failed business
ventures...bankruptcy? For the same reasons, I'd venture to say

no, for failed business ventures are part of life from which we

can learn, grow, and eventually go on to greater success. The
only thing really, really wrong with life rs...death. Death ls not
part of life; there is no learning, growth, or anything better to
come from death. Nothing can be gainedl everything is lost."

Jake looked around the room. Everyone was hanging on her

every word: She had, in one statement, reached deep into her

former classmates' souls and plucked their deepest nerves. Does

she know a secret to averting this eternal tragedy of death?
These people who loved lif-e so much wanted to know.

"When you experience devastating losses in your life such

as divorce or bankruptcy," she continued, o'your mind,
subconsciously at first and consciously later on, immediately goes

to work on fixing the problem. In time, most honest. productive
persons will overcome and rise again. When you experience the

devastating loss of a loved one, your mind tries to do the same

thing. Subconsciously at first and consciously later on, it tries
to fix the problem. The honest, productive person enters a

torturous emotional war that will end in total, unforgiving defeat.

His mind will attack the problem of having lost a loved one over

and over again, and his emotions will get battered and defeated

mercilessly battle after battle. In the end, years later after a long
and weary fight, his psyche will surrender to the fact that this
is the one and only problem the honest, productive mind cannot

conquer. Again, I submit death is the only thing really, recLlly
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wrong with life. Human death is the problem. To cure the
problem has been my underlying, driving motivation behind all
I have done in the medical world. My ultimate goal is to cure
aging and end death."

Jake's heart started beating hard and his eyes started blinking
fast when he realized what Sally was saying. Still, in disbelief,
he asked himself, what is this Nobel Prize nominee saying? Is
she talking about staying young and living forever? Jake had
come across hokey life-extension theories, but here the famous
Sally Salberg, the epitome of competence, said her whole drive
in life was to eliminate death! The real possibility of immortality
landed with a hard impact in Jake's guts. He'd never thought
much about dying until now. But suddenly, with the real
possibility of not someday dying, the idea of dying seemed
repulsively irrational.

"My discovery of the flu vaccine came about during my work
on cancer. My approach toward cancer, specifically controlling
the production of cancer cells, ties directly into my work on
aging. I'm working toward controlling cellular growth: to shut
it off in the case of cancer tumors...and to turn it on to cure
the ultimate disease of cellular degeneration or aging. As an
outgrowth of this work, I'm involved with doctors who, by
combining their techniques, may offer temporary solutions to
averting death, which would buy people time to make it to the
definitive cure of aging itself.

"I feel you are the only people in the world to whom I can
express the unfathomable loss I feel when a loved one dies. How
can this civilization accept the loss of loved ones? How,
particularly, can you?

"I feel compietely alone among the medical world in feeling
the panic, day and night, to cure aging before another loved one
dies. I witness other doctors caught up in this fight to save life
when operating on a dying individual. But every healthy person
alive is going to die to cellular degeneration. Aging is merely
a disease - the most horrific disease that ever existed - the
disease that wipes o:ut every single person! The disease is so
big that no one sees it for what it is. It's humanity's most
universal iliusion. When you clear the illusion, man's greatest
moral duty on this earth is to cure this disease that kills everyone
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